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rock a canadian perspective is the first and only rock music text to survey the crucial contributions that canadian musicians have made it is also unique in its description
of the myriad ways that rock n roll has shaped and then reshaped canada s culture since world war ii specifically the text covers the development of rock from its roots in
the mid 1940s to its current incarnation in the twenty first century incorporating a canadian perspective some topics discussed include the use of urban folk music for
marketing the mosaic concept of canadian culture the place of rock n roll music and culture in narratives of americanization and the global success of canadian indie
rock bands in the mid 2000s in a highly accessible writing style rock a canadian perspective engages students with a balance of musical analysis and social context
students will learn not only how and why rock has changed but also what rock music sounds like through time the book is enhanced by rich pedagogy boxed inserts on
significant individuals recordings and intriguing topics well organized listening charts and over 70 black and white and colour photographs this is an ideal text for
introductory courses in the history of rock n roll that will encourage canadian readers to become more critically aware listeners of rock music in this revised and updated
second edition of social problems a canadian perspective lorne tepperman and albert kwan add two new constellations of issues to the list of challenges facing society
today in canada and around the world health illness and health care and sexual orientation and homophobia each topic is examined first from a variety of theoretical
perspectives structural functionalism conflict theory symbolic interactionism feminism social constructionism and then from the point of view of its impact both on
individuals and on the population at large at the same time the authors emphasize the interrelatedness of many issue areas in addition to numerous tables and figures
each chapter includes learning objectives study and discussion questions recommended readings and websites and a glossary as well as an extensive list of references
book jacket the book begins with an anonymous person engaged in an international teleconferencing scenario so that readers can relate to the importance of learning
more about intercultural communication a more formal tone follows with chapters that examine the process of communication which includes an analysis of historic and
contemporary scholarly research and theories so that readers can gain an appreciation of how intercultural communication evolved into an academic discipline the
authors share their own personal experiences as persons who identify with a multiplicity of cultures they discuss groups that became especially disadvantaged due to
the spread of colonial dominance including indigenous peoples in canada women persons with disabilities the lgbtq community persons of visible ethnic heritage
historically enslaved groups and persons adhering to non dominant world belief systems readers are encouraged to engage in self reflection examine their own attitudes
and actions and understand how these are formed and influenced within macro meso micro societal realms case studies practical activities and thought provoking
questions accompany each chapter throughout the book a strategy for approaching intercultural communication from a canadian perspective is unfolded this strategy is
summarized with examples to show how it can be used both within outside of a canadian context controversial and unconventional this collection examines canadian
identity in terms of the fashion worn and designed over the last three centuries and the internal and external influences of those socio cultural decisions in this
contributed text students are introduced to the fascinating world of sociology through an impressive collection of writings editors lorne tepperman and patrizia albanese
have assembled an array of experts to explain key concepts of sociology in ways that students will understand and enjoy the subjects covered including socialization
gender education deviance politics and the environment are relevant relatable and combine the essentials of sociology with additional coverage of issues not typically
featured in other texts sociology a canadian perspective explores canadian society and its place in the world the core text is aimed very specifically at full year
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introductory sociology courses instructors who want a higher level text to challenge and engage their students and instructors who prefer the flexibility in choice in terms
of content and ancillary material that a big book brings all aspects of the text have been thoroughly revised and updated for this second edition including new chapters
on theory mass media and sexuality as well as new references inserts learning materials and photos as an added feature the text now comes packaged with engaging
video clips from the cbc on dvd these mini documentaries relate to topics in the text and are guaranteed to stimulate classroom discussion current and canadian social
problems explores the dynamics and consequences of social problems such as poverty sexism crime drug abuse health war and terrorism that impact canada and the
rest of the world each problem is examined through a variety of theoretical paradigms before itsimpact both on individuals and society as a whole is explored written by
one of the world s leading experts on victimology this book is designed to offer a broad introduction to the subject this text is a practical guide that provides readers with
effective approaches to communication theories and strategies and offers a wealth of tools for enhancing communication both in canada and abroad informed by the
authors intersection of cultural identities and lived experiences intercultural communication demonstrates how communicative practices are established and influenced
within societal realms readers understanding of culture is widened beyond discussions of race and ethnicity by critically examining factors like age familial roles sex
gender socioeconomic status and disability guided through real and complex scenarios this text explores how different social and cultural practices present implications
for communication demonstrating how to manage conversations in appropriate and meaningful ways key topics include verbal and non verbal communication cultural
values self awareness and digital communications case studies practical activities and thought provoking questions accompany each chapter helping students to explore
their own attitudes and actions through self reflection this invaluable and comprehensive guide is ideal for students enrolled in intercultural communication and cross
cultural communication courses including studies in business education social work health care and law enforcement still the most comprehensive and accessible
canadian introduction to sociological theory and issues available this fourth edition encourages students to identify and analyze how sociology intersects with their own
lives with chapters contributed by over 30 renowned canadian sociologistswriting in their areas of expertise this book offers extensive canadian and international
examples and a unified voice throughout new to this edition is a chapter on technology and society that examines a number of fascinating issues from technology and
inequality to online identity tocyberbullying and online deviance giving students insight into how technology has affected their everyday lives the text also includes a
new researchers in action boxed feature that profiles canadian sociologists giving students examples of the exciting work that has been undertaken in varioussub
disciplines of sociology right here in canada incisive authoritative and engaging sociology a canadian perspective offers an in depth introduction to this dynamic
discipline series a href oupcanada com tcs themes in canadian sociology athis concise volume examines the changing religious landscape of canada within the broader
context of the contemporary world in which we live offering students an overview of the fundamental issues perspectives and insights shaping the sociological analysis of
contemporary religions this is theideal introduction to the sociology of religion in canada canada s borders in globalization illustrate the power and richness of culture
through the intersection and engagement of imagination affinity and identity border culture is the vessel of engagement between countries and peoples assuming many
forms yet remaining a thread in globalization the second edition of understanding the social economy expands upon the authors ground breaking examination of
organizations founded upon a social mission social enterprises non profits co operatives credit unions and community development associations sociology a canadian
perspective third edition is a comprehensive and engaging introduction to sociology drawing on the many dimensions of social life this text offers a detailed overview of
social theory and canadian society contributed by leading experts in the field this text provides a compelling introduction to health sciences research methodology while
showcasing the breadth and diversity of canadian research brimming with practical examples this engaging work prompts students to consider the many ways research
methods can be used to make new discoveries that improve human health understanding human resources management provides an overview of the topics found in an
introductory human resources management course including hrm systems processes and policies regardless of someone s role within an organization the product will
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provide you with valuable insights about dealing with people in order to create meaningful and productive work environments the authors are two award winning
educators who have experience not only in the classroom but also as hr professionals and they infuse their practical experiences throughout to bring concepts to life
using a variety of industries and different sized companies to bring a wide range perspective to the topics introduced this second edition has been thoroughly updated to
reflect current practices challenges and opportunities facing today s organizations this eighteen chapter collection of original readings by leading canadian scholars
provides an introduction to sociological analysis by asking qustions about concrete canadian issues and linking them to fundamental sociological theories and problems
of interest to contemporary sociologists these analyses serve to introduce a critical approach to a variety of experiences as well as the theoretical debates within the
disciple written with students in mind exploring sociology a canadian perspective is truly a students first resource revised to reflect student feedback and input the
second edition is even more accessible inspiring and relevant with the intent of helping you succeed in sociology courses and in life the authors have provided you with
the tools to help you think like a sociologist consists chiefly of revised papers presented at the women and education conferences held at the university of british
columbia in june 1986 in between the book examines the social and historical foundation for the development and diffusion of technology in the canadian context book
jacket this edited collection brings together perspectives from former and current teachers from across canada to tackle the unique challenges surrounding educating for
global awareness the contributors discuss strategies for encouraging young people to cultivate a sense of agency and global responsibility reflecting on the educator s
experience each chapter engages with critical questions surrounding teaching global citizenship such as how to challenge systems of privilege and power engage
students at the local global nexus and respond to reverberations of colonialism based on narrative inquiry the contributors convey their insights through stories from
their classroom experiences which take place in diverse educational settings from newfoundland to british columbia to nunavut in rural and urban areas and in public
and private schools bridging field and academy the chapters demonstrate how insights from teaching experience both inform and are informed by education theory and
philosophy
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rock a canadian perspective is the first and only rock music text to survey the crucial contributions that canadian musicians have made it is also unique in its description
of the myriad ways that rock n roll has shaped and then reshaped canada s culture since world war ii specifically the text covers the development of rock from its roots in
the mid 1940s to its current incarnation in the twenty first century incorporating a canadian perspective some topics discussed include the use of urban folk music for
marketing the mosaic concept of canadian culture the place of rock n roll music and culture in narratives of americanization and the global success of canadian indie
rock bands in the mid 2000s in a highly accessible writing style rock a canadian perspective engages students with a balance of musical analysis and social context
students will learn not only how and why rock has changed but also what rock music sounds like through time the book is enhanced by rich pedagogy boxed inserts on
significant individuals recordings and intriguing topics well organized listening charts and over 70 black and white and colour photographs this is an ideal text for
introductory courses in the history of rock n roll that will encourage canadian readers to become more critically aware listeners of rock music

Feminism and Education 1990
in this revised and updated second edition of social problems a canadian perspective lorne tepperman and albert kwan add two new constellations of issues to the list of
challenges facing society today in canada and around the world health illness and health care and sexual orientation and homophobia each topic is examined first from a
variety of theoretical perspectives structural functionalism conflict theory symbolic interactionism feminism social constructionism and then from the point of view of its
impact both on individuals and on the population at large at the same time the authors emphasize the interrelatedness of many issue areas in addition to numerous
tables and figures each chapter includes learning objectives study and discussion questions recommended readings and websites and a glossary as well as an extensive
list of references book jacket

Economics : a Canadian Perspective 1992
the book begins with an anonymous person engaged in an international teleconferencing scenario so that readers can relate to the importance of learning more about
intercultural communication a more formal tone follows with chapters that examine the process of communication which includes an analysis of historic and
contemporary scholarly research and theories so that readers can gain an appreciation of how intercultural communication evolved into an academic discipline the
authors share their own personal experiences as persons who identify with a multiplicity of cultures they discuss groups that became especially disadvantaged due to
the spread of colonial dominance including indigenous peoples in canada women persons with disabilities the lgbtq community persons of visible ethnic heritage
historically enslaved groups and persons adhering to non dominant world belief systems readers are encouraged to engage in self reflection examine their own attitudes
and actions and understand how these are formed and influenced within macro meso micro societal realms case studies practical activities and thought provoking
questions accompany each chapter throughout the book a strategy for approaching intercultural communication from a canadian perspective is unfolded this strategy is
summarized with examples to show how it can be used both within outside of a canadian context



Rock 2009
controversial and unconventional this collection examines canadian identity in terms of the fashion worn and designed over the last three centuries and the internal and
external influences of those socio cultural decisions

People, Politics, and Government 1990
in this contributed text students are introduced to the fascinating world of sociology through an impressive collection of writings editors lorne tepperman and patrizia
albanese have assembled an array of experts to explain key concepts of sociology in ways that students will understand and enjoy the subjects covered including
socialization gender education deviance politics and the environment are relevant relatable and combine the essentials of sociology with additional coverage of issues
not typically featured in other texts sociology a canadian perspective explores canadian society and its place in the world the core text is aimed very specifically at full
year introductory sociology courses instructors who want a higher level text to challenge and engage their students and instructors who prefer the flexibility in choice in
terms of content and ancillary material that a big book brings all aspects of the text have been thoroughly revised and updated for this second edition including new
chapters on theory mass media and sexuality as well as new references inserts learning materials and photos as an added feature the text now comes packaged with
engaging video clips from the cbc on dvd these mini documentaries relate to topics in the text and are guaranteed to stimulate classroom discussion

Our Environment 1998
current and canadian social problems explores the dynamics and consequences of social problems such as poverty sexism crime drug abuse health war and terrorism
that impact canada and the rest of the world each problem is examined through a variety of theoretical paradigms before itsimpact both on individuals and society as a
whole is explored

E-business : a Canadian Perspective for a Networked World 2005-05
written by one of the world s leading experts on victimology this book is designed to offer a broad introduction to the subject

People, Politics and Government 2001
this text is a practical guide that provides readers with effective approaches to communication theories and strategies and offers a wealth of tools for enhancing
communication both in canada and abroad informed by the authors intersection of cultural identities and lived experiences intercultural communication demonstrates
how communicative practices are established and influenced within societal realms readers understanding of culture is widened beyond discussions of race and ethnicity



by critically examining factors like age familial roles sex gender socioeconomic status and disability guided through real and complex scenarios this text explores how
different social and cultural practices present implications for communication demonstrating how to manage conversations in appropriate and meaningful ways key
topics include verbal and non verbal communication cultural values self awareness and digital communications case studies practical activities and thought provoking
questions accompany each chapter helping students to explore their own attitudes and actions through self reflection this invaluable and comprehensive guide is ideal
for students enrolled in intercultural communication and cross cultural communication courses including studies in business education social work health care and law
enforcement

Social Problems 2003
still the most comprehensive and accessible canadian introduction to sociological theory and issues available this fourth edition encourages students to identify and
analyze how sociology intersects with their own lives with chapters contributed by over 30 renowned canadian sociologistswriting in their areas of expertise this book
offers extensive canadian and international examples and a unified voice throughout new to this edition is a chapter on technology and society that examines a number
of fascinating issues from technology and inequality to online identity tocyberbullying and online deviance giving students insight into how technology has affected their
everyday lives the text also includes a new researchers in action boxed feature that profiles canadian sociologists giving students examples of the exciting work that has
been undertaken in varioussub disciplines of sociology right here in canada incisive authoritative and engaging sociology a canadian perspective offers an in depth
introduction to this dynamic discipline

Media Literacy for Citizenship 2018
series a href oupcanada com tcs themes in canadian sociology athis concise volume examines the changing religious landscape of canada within the broader context of
the contemporary world in which we live offering students an overview of the fundamental issues perspectives and insights shaping the sociological analysis of
contemporary religions this is theideal introduction to the sociology of religion in canada

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 2019
canada s borders in globalization illustrate the power and richness of culture through the intersection and engagement of imagination affinity and identity border culture
is the vessel of engagement between countries and peoples assuming many forms yet remaining a thread in globalization

Geomorphology 2011
the second edition of understanding the social economy expands upon the authors ground breaking examination of organizations founded upon a social mission social



enterprises non profits co operatives credit unions and community development associations

Fashion 2004-01-01
sociology a canadian perspective third edition is a comprehensive and engaging introduction to sociology drawing on the many dimensions of social life this text offers a
detailed overview of social theory and canadian society

Sociology 2009-05-07
contributed by leading experts in the field this text provides a compelling introduction to health sciences research methodology while showcasing the breadth and
diversity of canadian research brimming with practical examples this engaging work prompts students to consider the many ways research methods can be used to
make new discoveries that improve human health

Environmental Science : a Canadian Perspective 2006
understanding human resources management provides an overview of the topics found in an introductory human resources management course including hrm systems
processes and policies regardless of someone s role within an organization the product will provide you with valuable insights about dealing with people in order to
create meaningful and productive work environments the authors are two award winning educators who have experience not only in the classroom but also as hr
professionals and they infuse their practical experiences throughout to bring concepts to life using a variety of industries and different sized companies to bring a wide
range perspective to the topics introduced this second edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect current practices challenges and opportunities facing today s
organizations

People, Politics, and Government--a Canadian Perspective, Sixth Edition. Instructor's Resource CD-
ROM [electronic Resource] 2006
this eighteen chapter collection of original readings by leading canadian scholars provides an introduction to sociological analysis by asking qustions about concrete
canadian issues and linking them to fundamental sociological theories and problems of interest to contemporary sociologists these analyses serve to introduce a critical
approach to a variety of experiences as well as the theoretical debates within the disciple



Social Problems 2020-01-15
written with students in mind exploring sociology a canadian perspective is truly a students first resource revised to reflect student feedback and input the second
edition is even more accessible inspiring and relevant with the intent of helping you succeed in sociology courses and in life the authors have provided you with the tools
to help you think like a sociologist

Geomorphology 2005
consists chiefly of revised papers presented at the women and education conferences held at the university of british columbia in june 1986

Victimology 2017-01-01
in between the book examines the social and historical foundation for the development and diffusion of technology in the canadian context book jacket

Intercultural Communication 2019-11-06
this edited collection brings together perspectives from former and current teachers from across canada to tackle the unique challenges surrounding educating for global
awareness the contributors discuss strategies for encouraging young people to cultivate a sense of agency and global responsibility reflecting on the educator s
experience each chapter engages with critical questions surrounding teaching global citizenship such as how to challenge systems of privilege and power engage
students at the local global nexus and respond to reverberations of colonialism based on narrative inquiry the contributors convey their insights through stories from
their classroom experiences which take place in diverse educational settings from newfoundland to british columbia to nunavut in rural and urban areas and in public
and private schools bridging field and academy the chapters demonstrate how insights from teaching experience both inform and are informed by education theory and
philosophy

Sociology 2015-12-01

Our Environment 2013



The Sociology of Religion 2013

Borders, Culture, and Globalization 2021-05-18

Understanding the Social Economy 2017-11-21

Sociology 2012-04-05

The Family Dynamic 2011

Fundamentals of International Business 2017

Criminology 2003

Health Research Methods 2014-02-05

Understanding Human Resources Management A Canadian Perspective, 2nd  Edition, 2022-05-25

Questioning Sociology 2007
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Women and Education 1987

Technology and Society 2005

The Family Dynamic 1996

Exploring Sociology 2010

TEACHING GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP 2020

Social Work Practice 1999

Economics; a Canadian Perspective 1973
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